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traVeler

Folding inwards can reduce the seating width by 

about 15% (approx. 5 - 10 cm). In a tight squeeze

this 15% can be key!

The by far smallest packaged size from

17 x 35 x 58 cm!

Timo wetz at the beach

in San Andrés on Tenerife

(photo: herbert Rebholz)



siMply foldable!

The TRAVELER offers flexibility in daily use and 

minimal transport size when travelling. 

You can load the wheelchair into the car and  

unload it again yourself, offering a high 

level of independence. Completed folded 

it even fits into a sports bag. Furthermore, 

when travelling by plane, you can transport 

this mini wheelchair as hand luggage! 

The TRAVELER folding wheelchair is a smooth-

running wheelchair offering maximum mobility. 

With its extremely torsion-resistant and reliable 

folding mechanics, the TRAVELER combines 

the handling characteristics of a rigid frame 

with the advantages of a folding wheelchair. 

Furthermore, the innovative folding mechanism 

enables the TRAVELER to be folded inwards 

while sitting in it, allowing you to easily 

negotiate many narrow passages.

The »PRO ACTIV, Faltrollstuhl Traveler – komplett zerlegen« video on youtube.com shows 

the complete disassembly for transport and quick assembly of the TRAVELER.
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»Ergonomic back shell«: The removable variant of 

the back shell means the TRAVELER can still be 

folded without difficulty.

The TRAVELER is by far the most torsion-resistant 

folding wheelchair. It can also be combined with 

traction devices and adaptive bikes.
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Folding inwards can reduce the seating width by 

about 15 % (approx. 5 – 10 cm).

»Integrated handbrake« – the innovative brake 

located under the frame tube: attractive, saves 

space and is comfortable to use.

traVeler  4you 
»eVo«

visit to mercedes-benz museum

in Stuttgart

(photo: Timo wetz)



trusted folding MechanisM
and new fraMe geoMetry!

The TRAVELER 4you »EVO« folding wheelchair is 

a smooth-running wheelchair offering maximum 

mobility. With the extremely torsion-resistant and 

reliable folding mechanics, which have proven 

themselves on the Traveler for years, the TRAVELER 

4you »EVO« combines the handling characteristics 

of a rigid frame with the advantages of a folding 

wheelchair. The packaged size from 17 x 35 x 58 cm 

matches that of the Traveler. There is also the option 

of folding inwards. The TRAVELER 4you »EVO« also 

differs from the TRAVELER with its individual frame 

design. The frame of the TRAVELER 4you »EVO« can 

be adjusted optimally to suit the needs and require-

ments of the wheelchair user, offering a total of 12 

optional frame parameters.

The integrated centre of gravity and seat height 

adjustment in 1 cm steps ensures that the TRAVELER 

4you »EVO« remains flexible and can be adjusted 

to suit the user‘s needs. You can therefore use the 

advantages of a customised individual wheelchair 

without having to do without the essential adjust-

ment options.
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By far the smallest packaged size from

17 x 35 x 58 cm! Loading the wheelchair is even 

easier thanks to the new frame shape.

The integrated centre of gravity and seat height 

adjustment in 1 cm steps provides flexibility and 

can be adjusted to suit the user‘s needs.

The new, attractive „integrated handbrake“ is easy 

to use. When opening the brake from the drive 

wheel, the brake lever is swung away to ensure a 

large space for finger and hand movements.

New »EVO« frame design

4 Innovative design with new steering wheel connection

4 New braking option: Integrated handbrake

4 Integrated tipping point and seat height adjustment in 1 cm steps
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